1. Minutes from the January 6, 2009 meeting were reviewed; a small change was made.

2. BOT Proposal #3, Article 21, Other Employee Rights was distributed and discussed.

3. BOT Proposal #4, Article 10, Employee Performance Evaluations was distributed and discussed.

4. UFF Proposal #14, Article 16, Disciplinary Action and Job Abandonment was distributed and discussed.

5. BOT Proposal #9, Article 23, Salaries was distributed and discussed.

6. Articles not yet TA’d: 8, 10, 16, 21, 23, 30, 32

Upcoming scheduled bargaining sessions:
Wednesday, March 4, 2009, from 9am to noon in MH 243
Tuesday, March 24, 2009, from 9am to noon in MH 360

More information from the teams are provided at (BOT) http://collectivebargaining.ucf.edu and (UFF) http://www.uffucf.org/